**Abel Hall**

**STREET DIRECTION**

**MOVE-IN**

1. **Arrive at Devaney & Check In**
   - Turn onto Transformation Drive.
   - Turn south (right) onto Court Street. Park in parking lot. Walk to check-in entrance.

2. **Drive to Hall Queuing**
   - Return to car. Exit parking lot turning right then into Hall Queuing Lot. Look for the same color row as your hang tag.

3. **Exit from Transformation Dr., turning left (south) onto Antelope Valley Pkwy. Travel south to Vine Street. Turn west (right) to the Abel Hall entrance.**

4. **Abel Hall Unloading**
   - Arrive at Abel Hall unloading. Follow unloading queue. After your car is unloaded, park in the 19th & Vine Garage.

**Do not use GPS! (Google Maps, Waze, etc.)**

Vehicles need to flow in a specific direction to unload. Using your GPS to navigate to your hall could send you the wrong way into the unloading queue.

[Map of Abel Hall's move-in directions with markers for each step and directions for each step.]